Adding a Poll to a Module

You guessed it... Just like all the other features, polls can be displayed in a module. However, since you created a custom poll, there is no pre-defined module to use. In this section, you will create a new module in which to display the poll.
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Creating a Module

To begin:

1. Select Settings > Modules from the menu module.

   TIP
   You can also access the Admin Modules page by clicking Modules in the Quick Admin module.

2. On the Admin Modules page, click Custom Modules tab.

3. In the Create new custom module area, enter the following information in each field:
   - Name: Enter a name for the module. This name will be used, internally, by Tiki and you (as the admin) only. Users will not see this name.
   - Title: Enter a name to appear as the title of the module. This is the title that users will see.
   - Parse using: Select Wiki Markup. This allows you to use the Poll wiki plugin (and any other wiki syntax in the module).
   - Data: Here is where you need to identify which poll to add. Simply enter {poll pollId="XX"}, where XX is the ID of the poll to add.

   What? You don't remember the ID number of the poll you created? That's OK. In the Objects That Can Be Included area, select the poll (from the Available Polls list) and click Use poll. Tiki automatically adds the necessary code to the Data area. Select an exiting poll (or other object) to add to the module.
4. Click Create. Tiki prompts for confirmation, then saves the module and reloads the page. Your new poll is listed on the Custom Modules tab.

Now that you have created the poll module, you need to assign it to a column (just like you did previously with the other modules).

Assigning the Module

1. From the Admin Modules page, click the Custom Modules tab. Your poll module appears on the Custom Modules tab.

2. Select Actions > Assign for the poll.

Tiki loads the Edit Module tab, with the My Poll module selected.

3. Confirm that your newly created poll is selected, then click Module Options.

Tiki loads your poll in the Edit Module tab.

4. Enter the following information in each field:
   - Position: Select Right. You will add this module to the right column.
Order: Enter 25. This will place the poll module at the bottom of the right column, under all the other modules.

Groups: Select Anonymous, so that all visitors can see the module.

**NOTE**

Do you remember when you configured the polls that you enabled the Anonymous Poll Voting option? Selecting the Anonymous group here will allow visitors to actually view the poll.

5. Click Preview. Tiki reloads the page and shows you a preview of the module.
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6. If everything looks good, click Assign. Tiki prompts for confirmation then saves the information and reloads the page.

The poll now appears in the right column.
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**NOTE**

You may have to click clear cache on the Admin Modules page.
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